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Displacement trends and muster points, West Mosul, 29 May
Update on the Old City and displacement trends
The flyers dropped last week by the Iraqi Government urging those remaining in ISIS-controlled territory to
flee their homes will have little impact on current displacement trends. Irrespective of the flyers, civilians in
West Mosul are fleeing their homes as soon as the opportunity presents itself; we can expect almost full
displacement from the Old City and remaining ISIS-controlled neighbourhoods. Most families in these areas
have already been displaced at least once and are hiding in a home that doesn’t belong to them. They are
crammed together – around 20-40 individuals in small houses and reportedly up to 300 in large houses –
staying in basements for safety against airstrikes, artillery and ISIS snipers.
People are desperate to leave but until streets have been cleared of ISIS snipers, attempting to escape is
extremely dangerous. ISIS has laid out corrugated iron sheets on the roads to alert snipers to anyone
attempting to leave at night; the sheets are sometimes also used as pressure plates, triggering IEDs placed
beneath them. Snipers are particularly difficult to target as ISIS crowds civilians into the buildings they occupy
and weld the doors shut. Despite the density of the civilian population, the noise of artillery and airstrikes
targeting the Old City has been considerable during the nights following the start of Ramadan. The small
number of casualties reaching TSPs in the city suggests that most casualties incurred by these strikes are
beyond the reach of Iraqi and international medical teams and will not receive any treatment.
For the vast majority of people in the Old City, dirty borehole water is the only option for drinking; sanitation is
generally poor due to overcrowding and the threat of a cholera outbreak is a serious concern. For sustenance,
most families survive on bread alone and have been doing so for months; everything from clothes, blankets
and rubbish is burned for fuel. Poorer, less prepared families are reportedly eating cardboard, grass and raw
grains of wheat in order to survive. We have heard reports of babies living for months on rice water, and it is
becoming increasingly common for babies to arrive at medical facilities visibly malnourished. Reports of infant
deaths due to starvation are also increasing. ISIS reportedly has remaining stocks of food but to ask them for
any support is to volunteer to take up a weapon and fight for them. For some, however, with children on the
verge of starvation, there is very little choice.
Widescale starvation could become a reality in the Old City if progress to retake the neighbourhoods is slow –
a very likely scenario considering the congested layout of the streets, the well-prepared defences, the
extensive use of human shields, the fatigue of attacking troops, and the absolute commitment and brutality of
remaining ISIS fighters. Measures need to be seriously considered for the resupply of inhabitants. One idea
mentioned by an escapee from the Old City was the dropping of unpackaged individual dates from aircraft.
Muster points – West Mosul
The safe corridors mentioned in the government flyers refer to the displacement routes that civilians are
guided towards by Iraqi forces, which lead to muster points and, in most cases, access to food, water, medical
care and security screening. It is very likely that if an offensive is pushed from the south into the Old City, there
will also be direct displacement south towards the airport.
th

ISF 9 Div. muster point/screening site, Hawa al Kanisaa
A new route of displacement to the north has opened with the construction of the new pontoon bridge at
th
36.2094444, 043.9825000. The 9 Div. CCP has been relocated from the Syria Highway on the edge of Al
Harama to around half a kilometre north of Al Najjar on the road that leads through orchards and wheat fields
to Mashirfa.
Fighting is currently ongoing in and around the Al Jumhoori hospital in Al Shifaa and in neighbouring Al Zinjili
and Al Sahaa. There has been little displacement on this route so far, although an influx from Al Shifaa is
expected once the hospital is fully captured and families can escape without being shot at by snipers.
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The area around the 9 Div. CCP is being used as a muster point/screening site. Men will be screened by the
military intelligence using laptops in a nearby building while women and children will be allowed to wait in
other empty buildings around the CCP. There is a small stock of biscuits and water and the CCP will administer
to any medical cases. Free Burma Rangers are present at the CCP providing medical support. They also have
stocks of biscuits and water which they will use to resupply the muster point.
When IDPs arrive, ISF trucks are called for from a nearby depot a few kilometres away. Families are not
expected to have to stay at the screening site/muster point for more than 2 hours. After screening, families
will be loaded onto the trucks and driven across the new bridge to the muster point at the amusement park
beside the Ninewa Oberoi Hotel – a journey of around 20 minutes.
The main needs at the muster point/screening site are water, ready-to-eat food, baby formula and diapers.
Latrines have also been requested.
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Al Jumhoori hospital and the 3 bridge, Al Shifaa neighbourhood. This photo is taken from close to the new
pontoon bridge in the north, aka ‘Victory Bridge’.

th

9 Div. CCP. Medical assistance will be given to IDPs here as they wait for screening. Free Burma Rangers are
also providing support. The CCP will move forward, closer to the Old City when the frontline advances.

Building across from the CCP which has been allocated for screening.
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CTS muster point, Al Mahattin
The Al Samat mosque in northern Al Mahattin is a muster point for IDPs displacing south from Al Zinjili, Al
Sahaa and the Old City along the CTS axis. IDPs are directed to the mosque by the CTS. They take some rest at
the site, receive food, water and basic medical care – mainly from Muslim Aid and IHAO which both have a
permanent presence there. There is no formal screening at the site, but informants working for the CTS are
present, as are CTS personnel when IDPs are arriving. During our visits there was no free transport to take
people onwards to Scorpion Junction; IDPs were able to continue their journey either on foot or in taxis.
Freedom of movement to this extent prior to database screening is unusual and surprising; however, we have
heard that as of 30 May, ISF trucks are picking up IDPs from this muster point at the nearby roundabout and
taking them to Scorpion Junction.
There was another informal CTS-controlled muster point at a mosque in Al Thawra (36.3426583, 043.1018778)
but this has closed, reportedly due to a recent shift in the frontline and a subsequent decline in security at this
location. It is thought that this mosque was only ever a stopping point on the way to the Al Samat mosque and
therefore not a legitimate muster point. Currently the only initial muster point for IDPs fleeing south is the Al
Samat mosque in Al Mahattin.

Mosque in Al Thawra where people gathered en route to Al Samat mosque. Photo: Marinae Rae
ERD muster points, Al Aslah/Al Arabi
There are two ERD-controlled muster points located a very short distance apart between Al Aslah and Al Arabi,
across the Syria Highway. No screening is reported to happen at these muster points and waiting time is
therefore short. IDPs are transported from these points north, across the bridge to the Ninewa Hotel muster
point for screening. Rise hasn’t visited the site but CMCoord have latest information. It’s believed that the new
arrivals overnight on 29/30 May in the Ninewa Hotel muster point/screening site (see below) came via this
route from Zinjili.
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Screening & returns
During displacement there will sometimes be opportunities for IDPs to avoid muster points within the city, and
therefore avoid screening. As in East Mosul, continual rounds of screening and targeted investigations using
informants can be expected in all retaken neighbourhoods over the coming months; arrests are still ongoing in
East Mosul. Protection partners should also be aware that families often begin returning to neighbourhoods
only days after they have been retaken – for instance, small numbers are already returning to 17 Tammuz.
Local Iraqi organisations are by far the most active in distributing essential items in these newly retaken
neighbourhoods; where possible, protection teams should accompany distributions to provide assistance and
monitor protection issues in specific neighbourhoods. Rapid returns are less likely in the Old City as the
advance through the neighbourhoods is expected to move slowly.
Muster points – East Mosul
Ninewa Hotel muster point/screening site
Forty-three families from Zinjili displaced across the new bridge on the night of 29/30 May, followed by 4 more
families the next morning. The muster point/screening site is located in an amusement park next door to the
Ninewa Oberoi Hotel. An assortment of NGOs including CNSF, WEO and Qatari Red Crescent (some operating
in partnership with UN and INGOs) are well placed to respond at this site, alongside other NGOs. Initial
preparations regarding WASH, food security, shelter, health and protection have been made at the site.
th

IDPs are due to be taken to the site in ISF trucks from two muster points – the 9 Div. CCP site north of Al
Najjar and the ERD sites between Al Aslah and Al Arabi. Upon arrival, the men are separated to be screened
while the women and children wait in shelters, space permitting. Medical care is available. Once screening has
been completed, families are free to go either to relatives in East Mosul or to board coaches for Khazir and
Hasansham camps.
Returnees wanting to travel from East Mosul to the West are not currently permitted to use the new pontoon
bridge outside the Ninewa Hotel – civilian traffic is only one way and it is reserved for IDPs.

The muster point/screening site in the amusement park, next to the infamous Ninewa Oberoi Hotel, in the
distance.
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Grand Mosque muster point
The muster point outside the Grand Mosque in Al Zera’i neighbourhood (36.3560485, 43.142817) has been
th
established in expectation of limited displacement across the 5 bridge which joins the road running between
the northern edge of the Old City and the southern edge of Al Shifaa and Al Zinjili. The bridge is badly damaged
and impassable for vehicles, but it can be crossed on foot. However, few attempt this at the moment as the
route is extremely vulnerable to sniper fire. Iraqi forces will have to secure northern parts of the Old City, close
to the river, before this will be a viable route of displacement.
The muster point itself consists of 4 MOMD tents and the site is run by MOMD with ISF military intelligence
and NSS in charge of the screening. The tents have been allocated specific functions: waiting space for women
and children; waiting space for men; storeroom/health clinic; and screening tent. Group arrivals numbering
over 100 will likely overwhelm the site at its current capacity.
Toilets were highlighted as a need although the screening site/muster point is placed on privately owned land
right outside inhabited houses, which creates a potential issue of where to place them. MOMD are reportedly
liaising with OCHA re health partners and other assistance they require.

th

Muster point/screening site near the 5 bridge, with the impressive Grand Mosque at the end of the road.

Screening site at the ISF checkpoint on the Erbil-Mosul road
The screening site next to the Iraqi Army checkpoint on the Mosul-Erbil road, just west of the Hamdaniyah
Junction, is lacking any basic support or services. IDPs being taken from Hamam al Alil stop here for screening
before they are permitted to travel any further towards East Mosul. Up to 10 coach loads of IDPs can arrive at
any one time; at worst people are reported to have had to wait for up to 3 hours.
Although a direct route to East Mosul has opened via the new bridge outside the Ninewa Oberoi Hotel, many
IDPs fleeing along the CTS axis will continue to travel via Hamam al Alil to go to East Mosul.
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Latrines are a priority need, as is bottled water and ready-to-eat snacks. The screening site is located at
36.3356111, 43.4202218 on the north side of the Mosul-Erbil road, very close to the Iraqi Army checkpoint –
the first one encountered when coming from the Peshmerga-controlled east.

Muster point/screening site next to the ISF checkpoint at the Hamdaniyah junction on the route into East
Mosul.
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